Bush’s new budget sees no changes

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a departure from recent outgoing presidents, President Bush will submit a bare-bones budget in January that will seek to hold taxes and spending changes, administration and congressional officials said Tuesday.

Instead, the unusually brief document will summarize what fiscal policy has looked like during the Bush administration and simply project what the 1994 budget would look like without any of the changes President-elect Clinton is certain to make. Fiscal 1994 begins next Oct. 1.

"There’s just no reason to make a political statement," said a White House Office of Management and Budget aide said changes, administration and congressional officials said Tuesday.

Despite that disclaimer, the document may be more political than described.

By laying out his final measure of how the economy is performing and how it is affected by the 1994 tax collections and spending, Bush will be establishing a benchmark to which Clinton’s later spending see BUSH / page 4

The time has come
Senior Mike Hartmann uses the computers in the registrar’s office of the Administration Building to DART into classes for next semester. DART is also accessible by calling 283-3003.

Saratovo, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnia’s warring factions signed an unconditional cease-fire covering the entire republic Tuesday, but it was uncertain whether all had the will or means to end months of bloodletting.

Also Tuesday, the Red Cross evacuated another 200 women and children estimated 6,000 people — Muslims, Croats and Serbs — who have been trying to abandon Sarajevo.

The agreement on a Bosnian cease-fire, which was to go into effect at midnight Wednesday, was reached during negotiations among military commanders who have been meeting for two weeks at the Sarajevo airport on a plan to demilitarize the capital.

Several long-term trends argue for an end to the fighting in Bosnia. These include the approach of winter, increasing economic problems and diplomatic isolation in Serbia, and the military losses and lack of supplies and food on the Muslim side.

However, dozens of truces have failed in Bosnia in the past — many within hours — because top commanders lack control over fighters in the field. At least 14,000 people have been killed in the fighting, which started when Serbs rebelled after Muslims and Croats voted for independence on Feb. 29, 1992, which made up about 70 percent of the prewar population, in contral of only small pockets of territory.

"We will stick to it," Bosnian government spokesman Kamel Tijani said. "We have ordered our forces to stick to what is written in the agreement."

"I think in a truce could be related to economic troubles and political battles in serb-dominated Yugoslavia.

Thatcher may have promoted arms sales to Iraq within weeks of invasion of Kuwait

LONDON (AP) — The government Tuesday announced an inquiry into charges that Margaret Thatcher’s government secretly promoted arms sales to Iraq until within weeks of Baghdad’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990.

The furor emerged after three executives of Iraq-owned Matrix Churchill Corp. were acquitted Monday of selling arms-making machinery tools banned between 1988 and 1990, in violation of will or means embargo.

Prosecutors dropped the charges after former Trade Minister Alan Clark acknowledged that the government had encouraged the exports. A British Airline Corporation executive testified that Matrix Churchill’s former managing director, Paul Henderson, had been a spy for MI6, the external intelligence agency.

The opposition has charged that Thatcher knew of the arms sales and that the government was prepared to let Henderson and two other businessmen go to jail to cover up intelligence activities.

In a statement after the trial, Henderson’s lawyer said he had been told by Clark in 1988 that British and U.S. policy were coordinated, and that Henderson had no doubt the information he provided was shared with the CIA and available to the White House.

Testimony at the trial also indicated the United States would have known about the sales.

U.S. Congressional critics have charged that the Bush administration was aware Iraq was getting Western help in rearming after the Iran-Iraq war but did nothing to stop it.

"There have been some extraordinary stories about this matter," Prime Minister John Major told the House of Commons on Tuesday. "I agree they must be clarified beyond any measure of doubt."

The sales, worth more than $37 million, took place when Thatcher was prime minister. Major, then a Cabinet minister, succeeded her in November 1990, shortly before Gulf War allied launched air strikes to drive Iraq from Kuwait.

The Matrix Churchill debacle comes less than a week Major’s government nearly collapsed in a parliamentary battle over a European treaty, and adds to the misery of a gov-

Senate debates mission statement's message

By NICK RIOS

In debate of the proposed mission statement of the University last night, some members of the Faculty Senate disagreed with its stated policy that the University was a special institution.

We should stop pretending trying to make Notre Dame a family. Furthermore, we should stop playing the game and trying to make Notre Dame a church, it is not," said Jean Poitras, associate professor of theology, who questioned the message of the mission statement.

Other professors supported Porter’s comments and questioned the inclusion of a new mission statement.

"If our professors agreed with the message of the statement, but not with its phrasing, "I think we can not let the current statement go as the final draft of the mission statement of the University because it is written so weakly," said Steve Fallon, associate professor of English and head of the Program of Liberal Studies.

"In our view and understanding of the Mission Statement, we believe it is trying to be too much without clearly stating what it is that they are doing," said Bill Burnell, chair of the Academic Affairs Committee.

Most of the senators concluded that the Mission Statement should be redrafted.

The Senate discussed the equal employment opportunities statement statement of the University for the Human Resources Department, whether students are being offered enough counseling, and if the Provost’s office should be included as a faculty member.
We are taught to follow Jesus in his divinity.

Lately my phone has been ringing. Unfortunately it has not been the long awaited knight in shining armor. Instead, my frequent phone caller is a close-minded, unloving racist claiming to be a "token black" for the university (in harsher words, unfit for publication).

Then of course there's this neo-nazi man who blames the Jewish-Americans for the problems in our nation. Okay, whatever.

It's incredible that such people still exist; surprising no, but incredible yes. Almost to the point of being laughable. Where do these people come from? What has been their life experience? Where ever or over what it ever was, I'm sorry for them.

It's disheartening to hear of another person hurting so much inside, that they must resort to placing the pain on someone else. Someone different from them. Not better nor worse, simply different.

It's hard being a minority, being it African-American, Hispanic-American, Jewish-American, female, disabled, or homosexual. The varieties of minorities in this country are nearly infinite. And each one has been subjected to cruel and unjust treatment.

The saddest part? That it's not over, that in all reality; it will never be over. It may not be as blatant, but it's always as painful.

Painful to know that no matter what scores one receives or grades one acquires, if a minority that person will still be seen just that, a minority.

Painful to know that no matter what position one earns or successful heights one reaches, if a minority, that person will still be seen just that, a minority.

Because somewhere along the way, more than once, that minority will sense resistance to them simply because of their physical traits.

Should the Observer have printed that fibit-ridden article last Thursday? That shouldn't be the issue. What people should be outraged about is the man's ideas. Believe it or not, there are students right here at Notre Dame who do not accept action exists. It does people, it does.

What good would have been done if Viewpoint had trashed the letter? The racist ideas, once said and heard, will never be over. It may not be as blatant, but it's always as painful.

And essentially we are all tokens; precious to hold a man's ideas. Believe it or not, there are students right here at Notre Dame who do not accept action exists. It does people, it does.

The Observer is a close-minded, unloving racist claiming to be a "token black" for the university (in harsher words, unfit for publication).

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
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HPC to circulate petitions in dorms

By BEVIN KOVALIK
News Writer

Molly O'Neil, student body vice president, asked the Hall Presidents' Council (HPC) last night to circulate petitions throughout the dorms to make The Observer fee of $6 per semester an optional expense for students.

The reason for the petition was to determine who is unhappy with the printing of L. Clifford Cheney's guest column in The Observer on Nov. 5, according to O'Neil.

"I don't think that this fee should be mandatory because students should have a choice as to whether or not they want to receive The Observer, just as they can freely decide to pay for The New York Times," she said. "If they don't agree with the journalism being practiced," O'Neil added, "then students shouldn't have to pay for something that is inappropriate."

The Observer fee is currently assessed through the Office of Student Accounts.

"Should this become a issue to figure out other ways to fund the paper and have a monitor distribution," O'Neil said. "I agree 100 percent with what Molly said because this incident was not freedom of speech and it included a lot of people," added Marianne Ravy, HPC co-chair.

Gretchen Gane, president of Farley Hall, said that O'Neil had not interfere with freedom of speech by proposing an optional fee. The Observer because "whether or not a person wants to read the article in the paper is his or her own choice."

"This is Molly's option and if she wishes to condone it, I support her," said Jason Coyle, HPC co-chair. If students pay for the paper, they are owners of the paper, he said. Similarly, if someone owes stock in a company, that person would always have the option to sell it off if unhappy with it, he added.

In other business, Tim Pepper, president of the AIDS awareness club of Notre Dame, asked HPC to donate money before this club came up with your I.D.

The philosophy of liberalism centers around the notion of self-contained characteristics, which endangers the family, said Clark. In her view, characteristics are not self-contained but are dependant on interaction with others. For example, "You make your gender as you live it, where you are," she said.

Columbus faced 'collision of cultures'

By KIM ST. CLAIR
News Writer

The problems between the Spaniards and the Native Americans that arose during Columbus' discovery of the New World resulted from a "collision of cultures," said Fr. Marvin O'Connell in a lecture at Saint Mary's Tuesday.

"Columbus' treatment of the Native Americans has come into question recently," O'Connell said. "We must ask ourselves what we would have done if we had landed in the New World."

Clark: Liberalism could endanger American family

By CORA SANDBERG
News Writer

She said that this contradiction of liberalism is evident in "the difference between what liberalism promises and what it delivers in practice.

Mary Caputi, assistant professor of poltical science, also spoke at the panel discussion "Program of Gender Archetypes" and focused on the psychological theories concerning gender differences.

The panel proposed by psycho-analysts such as Freud reveal complex characteristics with the mind, laws and regulation and relates feminine characteristics to traditionality and unconscious desires, she said.

One post-modern critics associate the male with seriousness, while the female is associated with laughter, said Caputi. The panel discussion, "Feminism and the Family: Current Debates," was part of the week long event "Woolstonecraft's 'A Vindication of the Rights of Woman,'" a Cat at 200 years."

The student panel "A Revolution in Manners" will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in the Stapleton Lounge.

Susanne Treloar
Happy 21st
Finally caught up with your I.D.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike, Allyson & Tom
P.S. Rome must have been Great!

The Notre Dame Men's Basketball Team presents the
Blue • Gold Game at the J.A.C.C.

This Wednesday, November 11
Tickets $2

Tickets available Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday at the Dining Halls, or Wednesday 6p.m. @ J.A.C.C. Practice 6:30 p.m.
Game 8:00 p.m.
You're invited to both!

Benefits Neighborhood Study Help Program

Dr. Herb True
The World's Greatest Edu-Trainor

Will be speaking at the CAPP Honor Society meeting on November 11, 1992 at 7pm in the Hesburgh Library Lounge. He will be speaking on the importance of interpersonal skills in today's world. Communication is of vital importance and without good communication skills, a key characteristic for leaders look for, it is very difficult to get a job. Dr. True has delivered over 3000 speeches all around the world. Come join us!

All are welcome to attend.
Wednesday November 11 7pm
Hesburgh Library Lounge

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

COLUMBUS DAY TRIPS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
PARKER HILTON HEAD ISLAND
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
DAYTONA BEACH
SAND 7 NIGHTS
AND 7 NIGHTS
5 and 7 NIGHTS
5 PER NIGHT!
Continued from page 1

weeks ago as the European Community's farm commissioner, was reinstated Tuesday to continue critical trade talks with the United States.

MacSharry had given up his duties abruptly, complaining publicly of interference from the community's chief executive, Jacques Delors.

Delors, whose native France has been most intransigent in the talks, was accused of maneuvering behind the scenes to try to prevent additional concessions to the United States. He denied blocking a deal, and has been most intransigent in his condition of anonymity.

Farmers, threatened last week with the United States, were accused of misunderstanding Washington for the failed negotiations.

Washington, demanding deeper cuts in the subsidies the United States offered to throw out the community's position in the trade dispute, and apparently agreed to resume his negotiating duties.

Britain, which currently holds the EC presidency, welcomed MacSharry's reinstatement, and trade secretary Michael Headline said, "We want the talks to start and to be a success."

On Monday, EC foreign ministers urged the resumption of negotiations with the United States quickly to avert an all-out trade war.

France, Europe's biggest farm producer, has opposed any move to give in to the United States. Britain, Germany and others are pressing for a compromise with Washington.

France is the EC's largest agricultural producer and has been especially protective of its farmers with elections approaching in March.

It urged the community to hold firm against Washington and draw up a list of retaliatory sanctions in case of a trade war.

The farm negotiations are considered vital to save a world trade pact among the 108 nations of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, or GATT.

The fight over all seed supports and a broader disagreement over EC farm subsidies in general have blocked agreement in the 6-year-old Uruguay Round negotiations, sponsored by GATT and aimed at overhauling the world trading system.

Roemer

continued from page 1

tories, he said. Reforming Congress and reducing the federal deficit are other top priorities in Roemer's opinion.

"We need to cut back on expenditures and the number and size of committees in Congress, making it more accountable to the people," he said.

Bush

continued from page 1

blueprint can be compared. OMB officials are "hoping to have a 1993 plan in so he can play games," one lobbyist who has talked with budget office officials who spoke only on condition of anonymity.

The OMB official said Bush's final budget will probably be about 200 pages long, as opposed to the 2-inch-thick document that is normally submitted. It will likely be released in early January.

It will tell us what are additional changes, spending will remain under the caps required.

Correction

In an article in yesterday's edition, The Observer misspelled the name of Professor Moira Ferguson from the University of Nebraska. The article also incorrectly paraphrased Ferguson. It should have read, "Wolstenifield illuminated the project of self-determination."

The Observer regrets the errors.

French Ministers to be tried in AIDS-tainted blood case

PARIS (AP) - Parliament began moving Tuesday to bring three former Cabinet ministers to trial in France's AIDS-tainted blood scandal, apparently responding to a demand from President Francois Mitterrand.

French citizens have been outraged by trials that showed the state-run National Center for Blood Transfusions knowingly distributed blood tainted with the AIDS virus to about 1,200 hemophiliacs. Nearly all became HIV positive. About 300 have died.

Prosecutors said the motive was to avoid the cost of importing clean supplies or buying expensive U.S. technology to decontaminate blood.

Four lower-ranking officials including Michel Garrette, former director of the state-run National Center for Blood Transfusions, have been convicted in the case.

Mitterrand said in a televised interview Monday that the Court of Justice should be consulted to hear the case against three of his ministers who were in office in 1985.

The court, an ad hoc group composed of members of parliament, is the only body that can try Cabinet officials for negligence of duty. It has never been convened in the constitution's 34-year history.

Socialist and opposition deputies agreed Tuesday that the lower house's 12 members of the court should be chosen Nov. 18. They will join 12 members from the conserva­tive-led Senate to comprise the full panel.

The three accused ministers are former Premier Laurent Fabius, a Mitterrand protégé who now leads the Socialist Party, former Social Affairs Minister Georgina Doufex and former Health Minister Edmond Herve.

The National Assembly, dominated by Socialists, had previously refused to convene the court.

SMC Students Interested in Writing for The Observer

The SMC computer can now send stories to ND office.

Contact: Amy Greenwood-news 273-2993, Nicole McGrath-sports 284-5193, Mara Divis-accent 284-5254 or Anna Marie Tabor-editor 284-5440 for more information.

HOW TO CHOOSE AN ARTS & LETTERS MAJOR

Thursday, November 12, 1992
6:30-7:30 P.M.in the Hesburgh Library Lounge

Dean Harold Attridge, Associate Dean Dan Murray
and College Fellow Frank Bonello
Bush fires official who searched files

WASHINGTON (AP) — Seeking to end a simmering political embarrassment, President Bush on Tuesday dismissed the State Department official who initiated a pre-election search for passport records of Gov. Bill Clinton and Ross Perot.

Bush telephoned Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger and accepted Eagleburger's recommendation that Assistant Secretary of State Elizabeth Tamposi be relieved of her duties, department officials said.

Other officials said Bush's call was prompted by a story in Tuesday's editions of the Washington Post alleging that, after searching files for information on Clinton, department officials looked for material on Perot as well.

Eagleburger ordered an investigation Oct. 19 after press reports of the search of Clinton's files. It was later disclosed a search of the files of Clinton's mother also had been ordered.

Suspicions about the department's motives were heightened because the Bush campaign escalated efforts to discredit Clinton by citing his draft history and his role as an anti-war activist in Britain.

Perot's press secretary Sharon Holman had no comment, but the Post quoted Perot as denouncing the search as "a gross abuse of federal power."

"Somebody ought to hold them accountable for it," Perot told the Post.

In Little Rock, Ark., Clinton spokesman George Stephanopoulos said, "Clearly this is a matter of serious concern. There was a lot of abuse of power during this election."

"This is a good step," Stephanopoulos said of Tamposi's dismissal, but he added, "We need a full report."

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., said Eagleburger assured him Tuesday that the State Department inspector general was investigating both the Clinton and Perot file searches and promised that the full report would be sent to the committee in a few days.

According to a National Archives memo, the search of Perot's records was carried out by Richard McClevey.

"Those parties which are committed to the process... should make every effort to resist the negative influence exerted by those opposed to peace," the memo said. "It is a document that shows in explicit detail that the government did to find out what happened to them."

The Bush administration urged all sides to hold their fire so as not to endanger the negotiations, and blamed Iran for supporting the Hezbollah guerrillas firing at Israel from Lebanon.

AIDS aware

Dr. Marve Hacker, clinical director of Memorial Hospital, speaks to members of Notre Dame AIDS Awareness about the mysterious AIDS virus.

Negotiators say attacks disrupt peace

WASHINGTON (AP) — Israeli and Arab negotiators warned Tuesday that rocket and artillery duels along the Israeli-Lebanon border were disrupting their peace talks.

The Bush administration urged all sides to hold their fire so as not to endanger the negotiations, and blamed Iran for supporting the Hezbollah guerrillas firing at Israel from Lebanon.

"Those parties which are committed to the process... should make every effort to resist the negative influence exerted by those opposed to peace," the memo said. "It is a document that shows in explicit detail that the government did to find out what happened to them."

Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., also said the U.S. government "has covered up what it knew (about Korean War POWs) through a pattern of denial, misleading statements and, in some cases, lies."

His comments came at the committee's first hearing held specifically on U.S. servicemen missing or held prisoner from the Korean War. The committee is scheduled to go out of existence at the end of December.

Smith released what he said was the most comprehensive compilation of U.S. government policy and intelligence information that has been known about the fate of men missing from the Korean War and what the government did to find out about them.

"It is a document that shows in explicit detail that the government of North Korea did not return a large number of American servicemen at the end of the war and that some of the men left behind were sent to Communist China and to the Soviet Union," he said.
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Dr. Marve Hacker, clinical director of Memorial Hospital, speaks to members of Notre Dame AIDS Awareness about the mysterious AIDS virus.
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NY judge arrested

NEW YORK (AP) — Judge Sol Wachtler stepped down Tuesday as New York state's top jurist, agreeing to house arrest and monitoring by an electronic bracelet three days after being accused of threatening an ex-lover.

Wachtler, 62, who before his downfall was mentioned as a possible gubernatorial candidate or U.S. Supreme Court justice, was solemn and humble as he agreed to a no-bail arrangement that includes a promise to stay away from the woman and her daughter.

He showed emotion — his eyes welling — only when federal Magistrate Judge Sharon Grubin complimented "the wisdom you have shown on this bench."

His attorney later announced Wachtler's resignation, while insisting that the charges "bear no relation to his role in the court.

"As much as possible, he wishes to present his situation from harming the institution he reveres and the extraordinary judges and staff who serve it," the statement said. "Chief Judge Wachtler is therefore resigning from the court."

FBI agents arrested Wachtler on Saturday on a Long Island freeway, and he had been under a suicide watch at a hospital. But a psychiatrist told the court that Wachtler was not likely to harm himself or others, or to flee.

When the magistrate questioned whether there was a need for an electronic bracelet, U.S. Attorney Michael Cerullo said it was necessary to ensure "adequate protection for victims who have received rather strong threats."

"At this point, our motto is, 'Better safe than sorry,'" he said.

"The notion of his being a danger to another human being is simply non-existent," replied Wachtler's attorney, Charles Stillman.

The Observer

SMC Sports Reporters Meeting

Haggar Game Room

Thursday, November 12 at 6:30 p.m.

Mandatory for staff and new reporters are welcome.

Call Nicole McGrath for more information at 284-5193
Only leap of consciousness can save us

BY STEPHEN ZAVESTOSKI
Environment Editor

Over-population, polluted water, polluted air, the greenhouse effect, global warming, deforestation, floodplain housing, hunger, diminishing natural resources, social crises, endangered species—the list goes on.

What have we in common? They are part of the present global environmental crisis. I could cite studies, read lists and name them, but this crisis truly does exist.

For many today, admission of the problem has already taken place, which presents us with the next step-solving the crisis.

If our actions are a process of our attitudes, and our attitudes are a consequence of our knowledge, and our knowledge is a result of the way we think, then ultimately changing the way we act will require changing the way we think.

But governmental legislation reacts to our actions, it does not anticipate them. Which means changing the way we think in order to change the way we act will require changing the way we think.

"Things like flu immunization programs cause a much higher level of waste," he said. In 1986 Notre Dame discarded 1,000 kg of hazardous waste on campus using an incinerator in the basement of the Galvin Life Sciences Building. Due to the potential modifications in Indiana Law, it was no longer practical to continue to burn it.

According to McCauslin, none of the current hazardous waste is disposed of in the campus. Instead it is temporarily stored and shipped to Germantown, Wisconsin, where proper provisions are made to handle it.

"Progress does not have to be measured materially, we can progress by enhancing the well being of the community and protecting the environment.

"Economics must move away from its principle of production to values which regenerate resources and life-sustaining principles.

"Knowledge today is based on the technical, rational, logical, calculable and mechanical. We must stop regarding our scientific knowledge by opening up instead of closing ourselves off.

Affecting these changes can be accomplished materially by the implementation of our regenerative values and life-sustaining principles.

"Our leap will have to carry us from the unsustainable Industrial Age to a more friendly, sustainable Age of Ecology."

But it plans to track the ship and protest the Solo's action by providing Greenpeace says that, according to Riffkin, "a world is a worldview when you don't know it's a worldview.

"Rather than simply being an issue, the environment will have to become a way of life. We may never be able to return the earth to its natural state, but we can at least improve our relationship with it and with each other.

BRIEFS

Development plan on hold

LOUISVILLE—The Army Corps of Engineers has shelved an environmental impact statement on a proposed $70 million dam project at Patoka Lake in southern Indiana, a move environmentalists here said yesterday was a result of a third deadline to provide information on the plan's environmental impact.

SEAl planning week of events

SNOTRE DAME—Student for Environmental Action (SEA) is planning events next week to raise environmental awareness on campus. Look for advertisements later this week for further details.

Notre Dame's hazardous waste stored, then shipped to Wisconsin for treatment

By DIANNE SIMONYES
Environmental Writer

Biohazardous waste on campus stems from University Health Services, the Radiation Laboratory and Laboratories in Galvin and Science buildings, according to University officials.

On the average, the University produces 1,000 kg of biohazardous waste on campus, according to Mike McCauslin, assistant director of Risk Management and Safety. He added that it is difficult to give an accurate breakdown of waste from each facility due to fluctuations in laboratory research and student needs.

"Things like flu immunization programs cause a much higher level of waste," he said.

Smoke, acid rain 'eating away' at Mexico City

MEXICO CITY (AP)—Voracious smog is eating 16th-century buildings and other treasures of the capital, a preservationist said Sunday.

From the soot-stained National Cathedral to the dirty pillar of the Angel of Independence, no monument has escaped the unrelenting assault.

It is considered the world's most polluted metropolis.

Experts say auto, factory and other emissions in the city of 16 million people will do more damage to the landmarks in this decade alone than was done in the previous four centuries.

"Smoke, acid rain, car exhaust, wind-borne dust and fecal matter—they've all combined to make a potent concoction, and it's literally eating away at our national monuments," said Ricardo Contreras, a preservationist.

"Mexico was here before than in Athens," where the Parthenon and other ancient structures face similar problems, he said.

Contreras spent a smoggy day atop the marble classical-style Palace of Fine Arts clearing "warrens" from the mournful faces of statues of the Muse.

"The faces are streaked with dirt and soot," said Contreras, "as if a modern bombardment were above the roaring traffic, scratching at the grime.

"Just as soon as we clean them, they're dirty again.

"Fifteen years ago, it was lot easier keeping this building clean. Factory smoke, car exhaust, even ocean fog used to be on the rise, and it's having a noticeable effect."

Jorge Hernandez, the city historian, said sadly.

"Our statues are becoming mutants. They're changing. There's one statue in front of the Hotel de Cortes, and that poor guy doesn't even have arms because of the smog."

Mexico City recorded some of its worst pollution last winter, when the volcanoes-ringed valley triggering the smog reached its limits.

The city of 16 million people will do more damage to the landmarks in this decade alone than was done in the previous four centuries.
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The city of 16 million people will do more damage to the landmarks in this decade alone than was done in the previous four centuries.

"Many colonial buildings dating to the 16th century are seeing heavy damage," Contreras said.

Downtown Mexico City is dotted with colonial buildings whose red volcanic stone has been bathed in grime.

Some of the worst damage shows on the cornices of the old stone Post Office and the imposing Franz Mayer Museum, and on dozens of pitted and poached stones.

Corrosion is particularly advanced at the cathedral, where the stone has pockmarked the facade. The twin towers and golden cupola are coated with soot, their deterioration aided by pigeon droppings that release sulfuric acid with the rainwater.

"Look at the four apostles," said Jesus Ortiz Salomon, a cathedral guide, pointing to the white marble statues on the facade. "They have to keep cleaning them because of the damage from the smog and the pigeons."

Fernando Pinuela Gomez, director of cathedral restoration, said the vibration from traffic around the square has opened cracks in the cathedral's stonework that are made worse by auto exhaust.

"Contaminants in the air have coated the entire building in a thick crust, and now whole chunks of stone weakened by this soot are peeling off and falling," he said. "It's really an all-out attack.

"The cathedral is more than 400 years old and has survived every imaginable imagination—not just storms, earthquakes, floods, even fire.

"Smog is one of the greatest threats facing our cathedral today."

Pinuela said the limestone used in building the cathedral was naturally quite resistant but is particularly vulnerable. Workers have replaced the stoning stones and designs over the years, including a life-size bishop whose face had been eaten away. They said they had to do much more than that, he said.

The historian, Hernandez, noted that "this cathedral was built long before the American forefathers even arrived on the Mayflower," and

"When they lose their faces, we lose part of our history, our national memory. Future generations won't even know who our heroes were.

Greenpeace boat continues tracking Japanese plutonium

PARIS (AP) — Despite a collision with a container ship, a Greenpeace boat set sail today to a freighter taking highly toxic plutonium to Japan.

Greenpeace opposes the shipment and is tracking the freighter Akatsuki Maru along its secret route.

Greenpeace says the plutonium poses huge dangers ranging from a spill to an attack by terrorists seeking nuclear bomb-making materials.

On Sunday, Greenpeace said, the 133-foot ship Shikishima rammed its ship, the Solo, in the English Channel. It said the Japanese warship's helicopter landing decks were damaged, but reported no injuries.

The Solo's captain, Albert Koken, said the Shikishima was badly dented on the starboard side. He said a side railing also was ripped and some radiation damage to the Solo as light.

The Akatsuki Maru left the port of Chubu late Saturday after a day of clashes between security forces and environmentalists. Its voyage home is expected to take two weeks.

Greenpeace said the freighter carrying the plutonium was heading southwest in the Atlantic and could reach Portugal's Azores Islands as early as Wednesday. The company has not disclosed the route, for obvious reasons.

Greenpeace says that, considering the dangers of the cargo, it will not interfere with the Akatsuki Maru's progress.

But it plans to track the ship and warn nations when it nears their waters.
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**'Take back the Night' march is scheduled**

Dear Editor:

On the evening of November 15, organizations from both Saint Mary's and Notre Dame are sponsoring the "Take Back the Night" March to begin at 7 p.m. It is symbolically reclaim the night from sexual assault and violent attacks.

In our campus communities, how many of us have not heard someone say to us never walk alone at night? How many of us as freshmen were not told, during the first few days of coming here, about Rape Road? Unfortunately, not many of us could answer these questions, "Not me."

By these words, I am not encouraging anyone to do those things that we have been told not to do. Sadly, it is not safe to disregard those words of advice. Thankfuly, programs such as the Escort Service and Safewalk have been put into effect so that we are not put in the dilemma of feeling that we cannot go out at 10:00 or 11:00 at night when something has to be done.

However, I am saying this: if we are ever going to make the night and the streets safe for our young men and women, the men and women, for our future children, for the person who just wanted to look at the moon and stars—we must stand together and retrieve the power that has been taken from us. Then, we will be able to transform our world from a prison to a home. We invite you, the students, faculty, and staff, to join us in a show of solidarity for safe Minchaska streets. The event begins at 7 p.m. in the LeMans Hall Courtyard of Saint Mary's, and marches will travel along the main avenue connecting the campus, to the Grotto at Notre Dame, where there will be a short meditation. The March concludes at the Woman Hall Courtyard of Saint Mary's.

The "Take Back the Night" March is sponsored by the Saint Mary's Center for Women's Alliance, Notre Dame anticipating a mutually supportive inter-faith experience. While expecting a certain lack of familiarity with Jewish history, culture and beliefs, the absolute lack of awareness and sensitivity demonstrated by the printing of the "Jewish Slave Law" article (The Observer, Nov. 5) came as a shock.

Having worked closely with the Catholic community over the years on peace and justice issues, I know the ignorance and hate manifested in that article is not representative of Catholic thinking. I wonder, however, how and if Jewish issues are addressed in the Catholic educational system when university journalists are blind to what such an article represents.

Catherine Michele Adams
Co-Directors, Center for Women's Alliance

**Newspapers must make distinctions**

Dear Editor:

As a Jewish prospective graduate student I applied to Notre Dame anticipating a mutually supportive inter-faith experience. While expecting a certain lack of familiarity with Jewish history, culture and beliefs, the absolute lack of awareness and sensitivity demonstrated by the printing of the "Jewish Slave Law" article (The Observer, Nov. 5) came as a shock.

Having worked closely with the Catholic community over the years on peace and justice issues, I know the ignorance and hate manifested in that article is not representative of Catholic thinking. I wonder, however, how and if Jewish issues are addressed in the Catholic educational system when university journalists are blind to what such an article represents. Certainly it can often be difficult to differentiate between censorship and professional discretion. It is the public duty of all newspapers, however, to distinguish between blatant lies and hate literature on the one hand, and factually correct articles of varying perspectives on the other. It seems that the current incident is providing this lesson. It is reassuring to read letters from students and faculty who deplore the content of the aforementioned article. The process of recombination would be furthered still by an apology from The Observer.

Fran Tegltlitz
Institute for International Peace Studies
Nov. 9, 1992

**DOONESBURY**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"The most important service rendered by the press is that of educating people to approach printed matter with distrust."

Samuel Butler

You decide, you submit:

QUOTES. P.O. Box Q, ND, IN 46556
At half-time during the terminal appearance of the '92 ND football team, I invite all so­ cially-correct, gay, left-oriented, and guilt-ridden group of fans who actually smile at fellow POWs (Prisoners of Wimps). Real folk are they - engaged in salubrious, amiable chats with otherwise strangers - tak­ ing the progress of that day’s match with philosophical as­ pects opposed to fanatical interest. 

The diverse exchanges are witty, charitable and of Aris­ tocratic Wimps). 

Smokers relegated to POW status in 'Stalag 12'

Professor James J. du Lac's Pariah-in-Residence

What next we may well ask? Shall we have our cheerleaders consigned as probably cause of piecemeal patient thoughts? Or an occasional bit of Belligerent aimed at officials (and the enemy) when our cowardly army feels a rule infraction? Indeed the pos­ sibilities of further fascist lib­ eral concerns expecting evi­ dence of Original Sin are now open.

What to do? asked Lenin 

Viewpoint

Despite election results, abortion right continues

Dear Editor:

With the election complete, American citizens are faced with four years in which change will be the order of the day. As the economy may strengthen, education may progress towards greater excellence, and respect for the environment may materialize into protective laws.

People seem ready to do what they can to help President-Elect Clinton bring about these great changes in the United States. I believe that in this victory, a defeat, yet, still exists. It is overlooked in the progressive vigor. One may accept the de­ feat as a part of the package deal for change.

This issue that has loss ground has done so because it has lost interest, and seems to have regressed towards the dark corners of American minds. It need no longer be a question of conscience to those who have accepted the victory of Clinton as the answer to the question. It is this issue of the Pro­ choice view on Abortion. 

The human suffering is over­ looked in this issue. Every­ one justifies the means of exter­ nination.

In the quest for a just world - a world equal opportunity to love and be loved. It is the opportunity to come into this society.

Abortion is said to be a non­ political issue. Many say that it should be separate from politi­ cal debate - a personal decision, not that of the government. Yes, it is non­ political. It does not simply fall to our seats, unlighted ci­ garette or cigar in mouth as a

Dear Editor:

The Golden Dome hints, illus­ trates, and/or epitomizes ex­ cess or lack of concern by South Bend reflects need.

NDs breed competition. Jesus Christ, not parts to com­ passion.

NDs' endowment problems require great effort, which South Bend's poor suffer fals­ ity.

The Bookstore exemplifies self-glorification: the cruftyfexemplified self-emptying.

Notre Dame community lives in isolated fear of South Bend's margins; Jesus lived among society's excluded.

The image of Notre Dame ex­ udes arrogance and pride; cer­ tainly Christ taught humility.

"Don't believe in excess, Suc­ cess is to give. Don't believe in riches but you should see where I live."

As we realize that the gold of the Dome can symbolize the importance of spiritual value, the light of immediate poverty, homelessness, and hunger, the gold and Notre Dame shines as the re­ alization of our Christian mis­ sion to love our neighbor as them.

The true Christian mission is recognized and lived out by Notre Dame, in Summer Service projects, small dorm masses, volunteering at the Homeless Shelter, fellow­ ship groups, and the many or­ ganizations that provide service to the community. Indeed Notre Dame has the potential to serve

Linda Martin

To THE EDITOR

Dade County resident says thanks

Despite election results, abortion right continues

Dear Editor:

I have spoken with many who place greater importance on the economy, and, thus, voted Democratic. Yes, the economy needs revitalization, and the examples of these people have given up in the crusade to stop the delusions of the innocent beings.

No matter what political party you agree with on the issues of the economy, education, environment, etc., I beg of you, please, confront in your conscience the issue of abortion and make your view known.

Abortion is wrong - in the same way that it is wrong to deny someone the opportunity of a college education - in the same way that it is wrong to deny a person the chance to earn a living - in the same way that it is wrong to deny someone the health care to which an individual has an inherent right - Abortion is wrong because it desairs a human being.

Students, workers, or the impoverished have at least given hope of living a life and chance to sustain it. Clinton's is a view of the poor, and to achieve great potential in pro­ viding greater opportunity, but still a living career to the opportunity to come into this society.

Abortion is said to be a non­ political issue. Many say that it should be separate from politi­ cal debate - a personal decision, not that of the government. Yes, it is non­ political. It does not simply fall to one side of party-line.

Please, no matter how you voted in this election, think personally about the issue. Do not accept the election as the ultimate answer to a question that faces today's world and each of us individually. the an­ swer is Life.

Corinna Corbin

Pasquerilla East

Nov. 4, 1992
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* Viewpoint is written by Notre Dame students, workers, or the impoverished, and is their opinion."
Bill Rosemann
Sucking the Marrow of Life

My heroes have always been cowboys

A huge wedge of Hallmark Card cheese. That’s what I produced each year when asked to finish the sentence: “My hero...” Every year I hoped for the courage to print something more respectable like “the Funk” or “KISS.” Instead I became possessed by the writer of Ziggy and answered: “Mother Theresa. The President. My grandmother. Bruce Jenner.”

Neal.y I prepared to write down “Eric Estrada”—I would then hear my fourth grade teacher ask, “Please explain to the class why you choose a character from ‘C.H.I.P.S,’ and not a marvly of the 16th century, as your hero.”

I avoide the question until I was 17, and his leather gloves. I answered defiantly, “I want to be ‘Pee-Wee.’” With my peers’ laughter echoing in my ears, I was shocked back to reality and wrote down “Ghandi” and a well-behaved child.

No more. I throw off the yoke of oppression and speak the truth to the mumbling Charlie Browners of the world. Here are the answers I burned to write.

THE TOP 10 HEROES OF MY YOUTH:

1. BILL ROSEMANN—In referring to the pre-car-refrigeration freezing years when this Correllian was still a feared scoundrel. You know you’re cool when your co-pilot is Chewbacca (a wookie who ripped off the arms of people who hhit him at holo-cheese, and your space ship, the Millennium Falcon, could do the Kessel Run in less than twelve parsecs.

2. BILLY BATSON: The rebel of the ‘Fat Albert’ gang who made a bold fashion statement with his pulled down wool hat with the cut out eye.

3. LUNAS: A humble, blanket-wielding defender of the moon in the real meaning of Christmas, told everyone about the first Thanksgiving, and gave due homage to The Great Pumpkins.

4. DANNY KILROY: His co-pilot was a Sasquatch. And his sunsword was my favorite. Sure, his sunsword was the most baddest thing on four wheels, Daisy could have answered: “Mother Theresa. The President. My grandmother. Bruce Jenner.”

5. BO AND LUKE: The brothers Duke of Hazard County were “just good ol’ boys.” never meanin’ no harm.” The General Lee was the meanin’ no harm.” The General Lee was the northwest and his best pal was a Sasquatch. And his sunsword was the most baddest thing on four wheels, Daisy could have answered: “Mother Theresa. The President. My grandmother. Bruce Jenner.”

6. SCOOTER: How cool would it be to stick your head in the Muppet Show’s guest star dressing room and say “Mr. John Denver? 15 seconds?” Plus he got all the backstage dirt on the KermekM’s. PiggyGonzo love triangle.

7. THUNDERBIRD: Of Kutie Super Show’s “Bigfoot and Wildboy” fame. He fought crime in the Pacific Northwest and his best pal was a Sasquatch. And his sunsword was the most baddest thing on four wheels, Daisy could have answered: “Mother Theresa. The President. My grandmother. Bruce Jenner.”

8. SCOOTER: How cool would it be to stick your head in the Muppet Show’s guest star dressing room and say “Mr. John Denver? 15 seconds?” Plus he got all the backstage dirt on the KermekMs. PiggyGonzo love triangle.

9. THUNDERBIRD: Of Kutie Super Show’s “Bigfoot and Wildboy” fame. He fought crime in the Pacific Northwest and his best pal was a Sasquatch. And his sunsword was the most baddest thing on four wheels, Daisy could have answered: “Mother Theresa. The President. My grandmother. Bruce Jenner.”

10. BOY IN THE BUBBLE: I wanted to live in his life size hamster tube, but only for a week. John Travolta’s most poignant, yet underrated, role.

I am vindicated. Viva Estrada.

Bill Rosemann is an Accent writer. The Observer His columns appear every third Wednesday in Accent.
'Today's Life Choices' has earned attention from viewers and television stations. It has won the "Gabriel Award," the New York Film Festival Award, and a Silver Medal from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education. The producers aim to keep the show in the same basic format with the same emphasis on top quality journalism. Doyle and Sieber hope to see the show expand to a larger audience.

The show is aired on WNDU (Channel 34) at 9:00 p.m. on Saturdays and at 11:30 a.m. on Sundays and on VISION Interfaith Satellite Network (Channel 31) at 7:00 p.m. on Saturdays. Reruns are aired on WNDU (Channel 16) at 7:30 a.m. on Sundays.

"My dream would be for 'Today's Life Choices' to be the 'Nova' of contemporary social issue shows. When you're talking about television shows that have a scientific basis, everyone thinks of 'Nova,' and I would like to see our show gain that same reputation," Sieber said.
Riddick Bowe is the challenger that Holyfield needs.

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Riddick Bowe is big, strong and un unbeatable type of heavyweight champion.

Holyfield has been criticized for fighting two forty-year-old plus opponents. Now, former heavyweight champ Larry Holmes and not being able to know them out. He knocked down the champion after his narrow escape against Bert Cooper in which another knock down in the third round before getting up to stop the unheralded challenger in the seventh round.

"It's a little different mentality," Holyfield said Tuesday before the final pre-fight news conference at the Mirage.

"There's a guy who gives me creditability. The 25-year-old Bowe has a 31-10 record with 27 knockouts. It's a better match than Larry Holmes or George Foreman. He didn't get any credit for beating Holmes, but I didn't really fight for the win. Bowe fights Bowe wants to win, not just go out the distance. It's a make-or-break fight for him. The boxing line was pick 'em for the fight Saturday night at the Caesar's Palace and Mark Center.

"When people say, 'You're fighting a tough fight,' it feels good. Holyfield said, "I'm not their plus situation. When my opponents don't get creditability, they take away from my work. You trust your belts to become the best-conditioned athlete. You can hear Larry Holmes and people say, 'Cawkman,' man.

The 30-year-old Holyfield won the title on Oct. 25, 1990 with a one-punch, third-round knock out of James "Buster" Douglas, the conqueror of Mike Tyson, the story was Douglas' obvious lack of physical condition and apparent lack of effort. Another reason Holyfield don't get no respect is because he's a cruiserweight. Bowe said. Another knock down against Holyfield, who once held the 190-pound cruiserweight title, is that he is a manufactured heavyweight. The 6-foot-2 1/2 Holyfield, who fights at about 210 pounds, lifts weights as part of his fight preparation. He said, however, that for this fight he has cut back on his weight program.

At a meeting to establish fight protocol Monday, Rock Newman, Bowe's manager, talked to Mark Rattner, chief inspector of the Nevada State Athletic Commission, about more comprehensive pre-fight testing.

Newman said he did not mention steroids in what he called a private conversation. Rattner, however, did mention Holyfield when he mentioned Newman's suggestion to others at the meeting.

It caused a bit of a stir.

"I don't care if he takes steroids the rest of his life," said the 6-5 Bowe, who expects to weigh about 230 pounds. "If he is taking them, it's not going to help him.

Bowe has youth and size on his side, Holyfield (25-0 with 22 knockouts) is much more battle-tested.

"I really haven't been tested mentally from what is about to come," Holyfield said. "When I look at him, I look at a guy who doesn't know all about it yet. Every fight has to give you that, but Bowe hasn't proven that.

"I realize the person who can beat me is one with a lot of courage and a lot of tenacity." Holyfield's tenacity has never been questioned.
Oakland A’s relief pitcher Dennis Eckersley became the first reliever in eight years to win the American League Cy Young Award.

The following year, he became the first reliever ever to post three 40-save seasons. In 1990, the lowest in major league history for any pitcher with more than 25 innings of work.

The next year, he became the first reliever ever to post three 40-save seasons.

“People rely on you to close it out and when you don’t it’s devastating — and we all what that is — the Toronto game,” he said.

Eckersley retired the first two batters in the bottom of the ninth. After walking Mike Davis, he surrendered a towering home run to Kirk Gibson that lifted the Dodgers to a 5-4 win. The A’s went on to lose in five games.

In 1988, he finished second in the Cy Young voting to Minnesota’s Frank Viola after notching 45 saves in 54 opportunities. Again, his brilliant season was overshadowed by one of the most famous blown saves in history.

In Game 1 of the World Series, Eckersley relieved the first two batters in the bottom of the ninth. After walking Mike Davis, he surrendered a towering home run to Kirk Gibson that lifted the Dodgers to a 5-4 win. The A’s went on to lose in five games.

Eckersley’s amazing year may be remembered more for the shocking way it ended. It’s not easy to do.”

But you have to go through the pain to go on. I shed some tears and now I’m looking ahead. I just want to work hard and come back next year and prove that I’m worthy of all this.”

Eckersley traded to the A’s in 1987, and pitching coach Dave Duncan decided he should go to the bullpen, where he saved 16 games with a 3.03 ERA. Earlier that year, Eckersley had joined Alcoholics Anonymous to battle his drinking problem.

Eckersley said during a satellite news conference from his home in Boston.
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Giants staying in San Francisco

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — Baseball owners on Tuesday rejected the Giants' proposed move to St. Petersburg, Fla., and decided to keep the team in San Francisco.

"In doing so, the (National) League reaffirmed baseball's longstanding commitment to the stability of its franchises," said Bud Selig, the Milwaukee Brewers, chairman of baseball's executive council.

Naimo's group announced its agreement in principle with Larry on Aug. 7. Following the fourth failed proposal for a publicly financed replacement for windy Candlestick Park, Larry, who bought the team for $8 million in 1976, was forced with conditions at Candlestick and June was given permission by then-commis­

Tate said. "The NL did what it thought was right," Selig said. "You're damned if you do, you're damned if you don't."

The city of St. Petersburg has threatened to file lawsuits against the city of San Francicso, Major League's group and the major leagues for interfer­ing with their deal.

It was the first formal rejection of a move by baseball officials could remember. In all previous instances, shifts were stopped before a formal vote was taken.

The NL rejected the offer that its people of the confidence of the% the NFL wanted. The Giants are based each spring.

The vote came after a series of meetings over seven hours of meetings over seven hours in June was given permission by then-commis­sioner Fay Vincent to explore all his options.

If Penn State's season ends as big mismatches," he said.

Kids will compete each Saturday. Maybe you won't have the margin a team still in the running for bowl positions because of the new coalition — Penn State could have the worst record of teams playing on New Year's Day.

Last year's worst mark on college football's showcase day was Ohio State's 1-3.

"What you see is parity," Paterno said. "You're going to see a lot of teams being bowl teams with six wins."

He said that NCAA decisions to limit scholarships to 85 players after three more seasons will spread talent further and cause more parity.

"Kids will compete each Saturday. Maybe you won't have a big mismatches," he said.

Penn State leads its series with Notre Dame 8-7-1, after winning the last two games. It is one of only six schools to lead its series against the Irish. Two of the schools no longer play Division I-A football.

The Badgers-Irish matchup in the opening round, many felt, would be a match of the tournament to last year's third place finals. After trailing 5-0 early, the Irish came back and led 7-5 before Wisconsin eventually pulled away.

Although the team lost, there were examples of positive play by individuals.

Most impressive, Babka felt, was the performance by Mark Namman, a sophomore who threw a complete game in the opening round, many felt, would be the match of the tournament to last year's third place finals.

"Love, Mom, Dad & Mark"

Charmaine, why are you so happy?

Could it be that it's your 21st birthday?

ALUMNI-SENIOR WEEKEND

Alumni-Senior Club presents

Access Denied

9 - 2

Thursday night

must be 21
SPLENDER

JAY HSOLER

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

DON'T YOU KNOW IF WE BOUGHT A VCR, WE COULD TAPE ALL OUR SHOWS AND HAVE MORE TIME TO MEET GIRLS, I DO HUG.

SOUNOS LIKE A GOOD PLA NO WHERE PAKE SET THE CASH?

DO I THINK THESE PLANS THROUGH VERY WELL, DO YOU?

I CAN ALMOST SEE MY BEARD. I'LL JUST CRANK IT UP TO 15, OK?

I SAID DON'T TOUCH IT.

CLEVER, I KNOW BECAUSE I CAN'T MOVE THE SWITCH UNDERLIES. IS T, PUT ON A SWEATER.

DOMINO'S DAILY DEAL

Today's Special

L Large Thin-Crust Pizza

Call Now

ND 271-0300

SMC 289-0033

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Like a bee 38 Gibbon or gorilla
 4 Ancient (e.g.) 39 Australian
 5 Ancient of Days 44 "Cats" is one
 6 Australian pioneer 45 Bread spread
 7 Australian pioneer 46 Length x width,
 8 Australian pioneer 47 Female rabbit
 9 Professor's budge 48 Sheep
 10 Word with black 49 Same as "cow"
 11 Loosen 50 Pasture sound
 12 Loosen 51 Roomy
 13 Mineral from 52 Mistreat
 14 Singer James 53 Etcher's need
 15 Occupied 54 Amplifying device
 16 Unique person 55 Length x width,
 17 Irritate 56 Surprise attacks

DOWN

1 Implores 38 Lukas or Anka
 2 Sheffield State 39 Bird
 3 Normal town 40 Bovine call
 4 Cricket 41 Dirty
 5 Quinine- 42 Blackfin
 6 Crimean resort 43 Bread spread
 7 Klemperer 44 "Cats" is one
 8 "A in the Dark" 45 Lear daughter
 9 Act of burning 46 "Cats" is one
 10 Distress letters 47 Amalgam
 11 Mason's wedge 48 Sheep
 12 Distress letters 49 Same as "cow"
 13 Basins 50 Pasture sound
 14 Basins 51 Roomy
 15 French port 52 Mistreat
 16 Distress letters 53 Etcher's need
 17 Distress letters 54 Amplifying device

COURSES

Today's Special:

*Pizza

Large

$3.95

(Additional toppings 95¢ per pizza)

DOMINO'S DAILY DEAL

Today's Special

L Large Thin-Crust Pizza

Call Now

ND 271-0300

SMC 289-0033

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Like a bee 38 Gibbon or gorilla
 4 Ancient (e.g.) 39 Australian
 5 Ancient of Days 44 "Cats" is one
 6 Australian pioneer 45 Bread spread
 7 Australian pioneer 46 Length x width,
 8 Australian pioneer 47 Female rabbit
 9 Professor's budge 48 Sheep
 10 Word with black 49 Same as "cow"
 11 Loosen 50 Pasture sound
 12 Loosen 51 Roomy
 13 Mineral from 52 Mistreat
 14 Singer James 53 Etcher's need
 15 Occupied 54 Amplifying device
 16 Unique person 55 Length x width,
 17 Irritate 56 Surprise attacks

DOWN

1 Implores 38 Lukas or Anka
 2 Sheffield State 39 Bird
 3 Normal town 40 Bovine call
 4 Cricket 41 Dirty
 5 Quinine- 42 Blackfin
 6 Crimean resort 43 Bread spread
 7 Klemperer 44 "Cats" is one
 8 "A in the Dark" 45 Lear daughter
 9 Act of burning 46 "Cats" is one
 10 Distress letters 47 Amalgam
 11 Mason's wedge 48 Sheep
 12 Distress letters 49 Same as "cow"
 13 Basins 50 Pasture sound
 14 Basins 51 Roomy
 15 French port 48 Sheep
 16 Distress letters 49 Same as "cow"
 17 Distress letters 50 Pasture sound
 18 Distress letters 51 Roomy

COURSES

Today's Special:

*Pizza

Large

$3.95

(Additional toppings 95¢ per pizza)
The Jock Strip

Injury ends career of one of NFL's finest players

The NFL lost one of its true champions Saturday when New York Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor went down with a season-ending injury. What was supposed to be his final season was cut short by a ruptured Achilles tendon against Green Bay.

Football fans may only have memories of the man whose presence was so greatly felt on the football field that the mention of his initials brought four to NFL quarterbacks. It wasn't the most fitting way for a player of LT's stature to end his career. As in most cases, the end of a remarkable career is not marked by a stirring final day in the sun, but by a sudden goodbye which leaves fans gasping for a more fitting ending.

A small consolation comes from the play that ended LT's playing days. Packer quarterback Brett Favre attempted a pass through the fierce pass rush applied by Taylor, only to have it batted down by number 56. LT suggested that his injury may force him to play another year, despite coach Ray Handley's urging LT to return to return to the field because his achilles tear would force him to miss the rest of the season. "I hope a player of his caliber wouldn't want to sit on a golf cart.

Playing another season will make little difference in his legacy. From his first play to his last, Taylor had an effect on football which will never be forgotten. No offense could execute against the Giants without finding some way to contain LT. Throughout the night, Giants general managers went on a search for athletic offensive lineman who could contain the most feared pass rusher in the game. Draft picks were spent on athletic young linebackers who would become "the next LT.

LT wasn't the most loved athlete in the NFL. A storied problem with drug use earned him league suspensions, and his arrogance didn't bode well with managers who have impressed the second-year coach. The strong student ticket sales have not gone unnoticed. "It's terrific," MacLeod said of the students' enthusiasm. "It is the kind of student support we need. It's great to know the students will be jammed in here (the Joyce ACC). It will give us a major plus.

Irish, Lions have different expectations

Holtz won't count out Nittany Lions

While defending himself against charges of running up the score against Boston College, Irish football coach Lou Holtz also emphasized the strengths of Joe Paterno's Nittany Lions during his weekly press conference Tuesday. Holtz labeled as "ludicrous" commentary which criticized his play choice during the second half of the Boston College game.

"I've been in coaching a long time, and I've never run the score up on anybody," said Holtz. "But the same token, we were going to win the football game. "Whatever we did the first half, I thought they were capable of as well. We were playing the number five offensive team in the country.

This week, the Irish play Penn State, which ranks fifth in the country in scoring. The Nittany Lions won their first five games, but have since dropped three of four, including losses to Boston College and Brigham Young, whom Notre Dame defeated convincingly.

But Holtz is not ready to count Penn State out of Saturday's game. "I thought that, after walking them against Miami (their first loss, 17-14), Penn State was the best football team in the country," said Holtz. "I thought they were the most impressive team I've seen.

"But like everything else, when you have a disappointing loss, things don't.